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Poetry Contest

Crescent

Multnomah University pr'ofessoT
ives in a house of Narnia
feature I Page 4

Annual Crescent

George Fox University

Submit your entries via einall or Twitter.
crescent@georgefox.eclu
Twitter: gfucrescent
We accept all genres of poetry.
Entries due: March 10

Top three entries will receive a prize

THE VOICE OF THE STUDENTS SINCE 189

VolumeCXXVI Issue?

and top five will be printed in the
March 17 Issue.

WEDNESDAY j February 17, 2010

Today's pursuit of

georgefox.edu/crescent

N a t i o n a l Wo m e n a n d

Girls in Sports Day

peace and justice

George Fox takes time to honor achievements
of female student-athletes
By ERIN LEE
Reporter

As a part of homecoming festivi
ties, George Fox took the opportunity
to honor twenty senior women stu
dent-athletes and student-trainers.

' \

one of over a thousand events tak

ing place throughout the country cel
ebrating the 24th anniversary of the
day.
The day is devoted to recognizing
the progress of girls and women in
sports, and the benefits that athletics

On Feb. 5, as a part of National
Women and Girls in Sports Day, the
student-athletes were honored by

and fitness activities can bring to the
lives of all girls and women.

George Fox president Robin Baker,

shown his support for women in ath

honored guest Peggy Fowler, and the
university community as a whole.
It was an important connection
to a larger, nationwide movement
to promote female involvement and
equality in sports.

President Barack Obama has

letics. He said, "National Girls &

Women in Sports Day is a time for
us all to commemorate the participa
tion of women and girls in sports and
athletics and celebrate their achieve
ments.

National Women and Girls in

Sports Day was started in 1987 as a

single event in Washington, D.C., to
honor Olympic volleyball star Flo Hyman, who died during a tournament
in Japan.

However, the single event has
grown into a nationwide celebration

across all fifty states with Congress
proclaiming it as a national day every
i...

T-

"Women compete at all levels to

day," Obama continued, "in large part
due to the foundation laid by Title IX,
which has done much to advance the

number of women taking part in col
legiate athletic programs and has in
creased access to the classroom."

"Today, as we celebrate, we must
also recognize that more needs to be
done and we should recommit our-

year.

The event at George Fox is only

John M. Perkins speaks during Wednesday Chapel on issues of peace and race.

See

AT H L E T E

Photo by LINDLEY KING

John M. Perkins impacts George Fox \with stories of outreach
ByNIKKI MARINO
Reporter
On Feb. 10 and 11, John M. Per

separated people for centuries and
chained churches to specific ideas of
how they are supposed to run.

kins spoke for the annual Woolman

Peacemaking Forum. The forum's
theme tvas "Are we achieving racial

He is the founder of John M. Per

kins Foundation for Reconciliation

and Development, which opened in

safe, positive homes for families and
encourage the growth of love iWthin a

family that will then impact the lives
of the children.

Perkins grew up as a sharecrop
per's son in New Hebron, Mississippi.
At 17, he fled the e.xtreme poverty of

Justice and reconciliation?"

1983. The foundation aims to trans

Perkins spoke in chapel on Feb.
10 on the subject of peace and he lec
tured over the highs and lows of racial
justice in the last decade. The next

form lives in poor communities and
enhance them with knowledge of Je
sus" love and redemption.

Mississippi for California, after the

The foundation works to build the

morning he spoke about "Justice as

lives of youth and underprivileged in
the immediate community in Missis
sippi. "Our West Jackson community
is riddled wth crime, drugs and un
employment," Perkins records on his
website wvw.jmpf.org. One in four
Mississippi students drop out of high

however, after he converted to Chris
tianity in i960 he went back to share

an Essential Part of Discipleship." He
finished his forum about peacemaking
Feb. 11 at a book discussion.

Perkins is internationally famous
and has been awarded honorary doc
torates from several colleges and uni
versities. Many evangelical Christians
consider him a hero.

In chapel he spoke about this
generation, the young people who
are breaking the ideas of labels. Per
kins encouraged this generation to

go out and defeat the labels that have

school.

Its mission is to bring God's king
dom to earth. The idea is to invest in

the education, development, and cre
ativity of the underprivileged youth
and to break them free from the cycle
of poverty. Another goal is to provide

t o % v n m a r s h a l m u r d e r e d h i s b r o t h e r.

He vowed he would never return;

the gospel.
Perkins was active in the civil

rights movement, resulting in impris
onment, harassment, and beatings in
Mendenhall, Mississippi. Even as the
times have changed, Perkins has not
changed; in 2005 he was arrested for
protesting against the U.S. govern
ment is defunding of programs that
helped the poor.
In Mendenhall, Perkins and his

wife founded Voice of Calvary MinisSee PEACE I page 2

Sophomore CarlyTowne drives for a lay-up against
two Whitworth players during their 70-43 victory.

Photo by KEVIN BROWN

Nursing program looks to changes ahead
A nevy director and a cross-cultural service trip are just a f e w
the things the nursing students can look forward to this ye
year
B y A M A N D A K AT E
W I N K E L M A N
News Editor

At the beginning of the spring se
mester, a recent transition in leader

ship occurred. Dr. Carla Hagen has
been appointed director of George
Fox University's nursing department;
she is replacing Dr. Ron Mitchell who
is on sabbatical.

Dr. Hagen has worked at George
Fox since 2006 as a professor in pub

relatively new, this will be the third
graduating class for the major; there
are many things Dr. Hagen hopes to

enhance and develop with the nursing

"The spirit I want
to bring to the
department. Our
students who are

academically ready,

lic health. She now will be overseeing

but also servitude

the nursing program, the faculty, and
the students within the department.
She has her Masters in Public Health,

oriented."

-Dr. Carla Hagen

as well as her Ph.D. She has done ed

ucation consulting in gerontology at
Oregon Health & Science University
in Portland.

Dr. Caria Hagen is now department chair of
George fox University's Nursing Department.

Photo by KATHRYN ANNETT

While the nursing program is

of

gen.

An exciting opportunity has
opened up for many upperclassmen
nursing students, which Dr. Hagen is
proud to share. This May will be the
first opportunity for nursing students
to embark on a cross-cultural service
trip.

Fifteen students will be going to
various clinics in Ethiopia. They will
be helping in orphanages, HW clin
ics, and learn about midwifery. This

is giving the students an opportunity
not only to learn, but also get hands
on experience in a different culture.

Fifteen students will be working
along side a staff from SIM (Serving

program.

in Mission) and Project Mercy, a non

"We are still a new and develop
ing program, so we want to continue
to improve and grow," said Dr. Ha

health care in developing communi-

profit organization that encourages
See NURSING | page 2
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Changes
inASC
ASC to undergo crucial restruc
ture to better serve the student

NURSING: Several students will

have cross-cultural medical experi
e n c e

Continued from page I
ties in Ethiopia. Marcclla Gowan, who

is one of George Fox's nursing faculty
members, has worked in Ethiopia be
fore as a missionary nurse. Dr. Hagen
is excited that this opportunity has

community
By NIKKI MARINO
Reporter
The Associated Student Council,

opened up to future nurses.
"The spirit I want to bring to the
department. Our students who are
academically ready, but also servi

ASC, at George Fox University is go

tude oriented," said Dr. Magen in re

ing through some changes this term.
ASC Central Committee approved the
modifications Monday, Feb. i. Now
it is up to the ASC Supreme Court to
pass the changes and to set them in

gards to her vision of the program.

action.

She mentioned how service is a large

part of George Fox and she wants that
to be an important part of the nursing
department.

"We also are developing our

Several of the positions in the

simulation lab, which is a simulated

Central Committee and the Supreme
Court will be different from past
years. The changes will consolidate
power and help procedures be decid
ed quickly and smoothly, such as the
Activities Director's responsibilities.

clinical experience before they go into
the hospital," said Dr. Hagen. This lab
has been in use over the years; how
ever, Dr. Hagen hopes to further its
purposes and use it more frequently.

In tlie past, activities have been

decided by the supreme court, presi
dent, and vice president. Now the ac
tivities director will be responsible for
most activities on campus. All school
activities like the Bruin Brawl, Home
coming, and Blue Zone events will be
coordinated by the activities director
and the activities committee.

The treasurer will become an ap
pointed position next year, and an as
sistant treasurer will also be instated.

An assistant will help management
decisions.

Also, the position of the public re
lations director will be moved under

the vice president. This will take it off
the Central Committee and make the

position work with the vice president.
Follow next week for more details

about the upcoming changes in ASC
and how they will affect the student
body.

Dr. Hagen hopes to "improve the

quality of our program." She is re
sponsible for the oversight of seven
full-time faculty members, as well as

a total of no nursing students, as well
as the students' clinical practicum fac
ulty outside of the Newberg campus.
As a requirement, George Fox

nursing majors have to do hundreds
of hours in real life nursing scenarios.
Many of the students observe and as

sist in local hospitals, clinics, prisons
and doctor offices. This has given sev
eral students the opportunity to fur
ther explore where their passions lie
w i t h i n t h e fi e l d .

Dr. Hagen believes the program
will experience many advances in the
years to come. As they further explore
ways to implement serving and simu
lation labs into their programs, and
perhaps other developments.

An Ethiopian women and her child.

Photo courtesy of CARLA HAGEN

PEACE: John M. Perkins Foundation for Reconciliation and Development
hopes to change lives
Continued from page I

Community market

Business majors give locals the opportunity to sell their products

to the community

it was pretty successful, though in a

By ERIN LEE
Reporter

For some students, a final project
consists of a lengthy research paper or

A

rent one. While not a prototype of

presentation. For Anna Barram and a

the current market, the earlier effort
was a jumping off point for the cur

group of fellow business majors, their

rent group.

final throws them into the realities of

Miller's group "gave us hope that
we could succeed," said Barram. Mill
er emphasized the importance of rela

life outside of George Fox.
For their senior capstone class
they used the skills from their busi
ness classes to create a working busi
ness. It is a year long process that
takes a great deal of effort, since the

business is expected to make a profit.
"It is a lot of work, but it feels

good when it is over," said Barram.
DreamLocal is the business cre

ated by Barram. Once a month they
put on a community Saturday market

in the EHS atrium. The group's hope
was to help local businesses. By pro

viding a local and meaningful shop
ping experience in the Community

their business. Led by Donny Miller,

of beginning, but we are making an
overall profit," she said. A range of

faculty, member of the Newberg com

the market.

Variety is key in the market. Bar

ram helped bring together an assort
ment of local businesses and vendors
to participate. Local authors such as
Dirk Barram, Jim Foster, and Erin

kets, including George Fox students,
munity, and those wanting to support
the business students.

Profits produced will be donated

to the Patrick Kibler Scholarship

Macy. are selling their recently pub

lished books in the market. There are
sweaters handmade in Latin America
and several jewelers.

malls. They desired to make an enjoy

together a similar type of market for

"We had an overall loss from the
first one because of the initial costs

has taken to heart in putting together

on top of things, advice that Barram

products. Looking for specialty food?
They have that too, in vendors who
make donuts, mustard, and falafel
The market invites local musical art
ists to perform, helping to create an

helping the Newberg community.
Two years ago, another group put

with the progress that is being made.

people have been to the first two mar

Some vendors offer personal
ized prints on shirts or cards. There
are soaps, candles, and other beauty

able experience while simultaneously

The popularity of the market is

slowly building, but Barram is happy

tionships with vendor and how to stay

Saturday Market', Barram and her

fellow group members wanted to cre
ate an alternative to the impersonal
experience of shopping at commercial

from Newberg High School.

very different economy from the cur

Fund and the Women and Children's

Shelter in Newberg. Patrick Kibler
was a business major at George Fo.\
who was killed by a drunk driver in

December 2004. The fund supports
business students at Fox. In addition,
DreamLocal wanted to have an im

pact on the local community so they
chose to support the shelter.
The next community market will
be held Feb. 27 in the EHS atrium.

intimate shopping experience Past

musical offerings have included the

band Just Lions and a string group

Photoby LAURAN WOODRUFF

tries, a Christian community. Voice of

kin's foundation. If interested a per

Calvary Ministries started a church,

son can mentor a child or work on

health center, leadership program,

the missions' team. There is also the

thrift store, low-income housing de
velopment, and training center.

good old standby of donating money

Perkins moved back to Califor
nia in 1982 and founded Harnmbcc

Christian Family Center in a poor
neighborhood in Pasadena. It started
offering after-school tutoring, Bible
clubs, a technology center, summer
day camp, youth internship program,
and a college scholarship program.
The website, www.jmpf.org, has
multiple ideas to help the John Fer-

to the foundation. For people inter

(£res!cent

ested in helping without money, the
foundation appreciates prayers. The
foundation has specific points some

one interested in helping can pray for,

such as strengthening and stabilizing
families and the lives of children.

Mil) Office (503) S$4-3011

Bu»lnm/Ad InqulrM (503) S544017
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Taxes are around the corner; are you ready?
Taxes can be a confusing topic, especially if you have no one to help you, although there are resources
that can make this dreadful task a little more delightful.
By LEIGH ROTHWEILER
VOS/Opinion Editor

It's that time of year again. Or, at
least, it's time to start thinking about
it: TAXES! 1 doubt any of you really
want to know that much about your
taxes other than who can do them for

you and how much it will cost. How

ever, it is important to be informed

about taxes, since they won't be going
away any time soon.

Now, before I tell you where to
can get tax help, let me give you a
little lesson I recently learned. You
know when you look at your check
and you see that a certain amount
of the money is taken out for Fed
eral and State taxes, that isn't just is
mysteriously disappearing money, al
though it may feel like it.
This money is that is withheld can
be looked at as prepaying your taxes.
And if too much is taken out, you get
some of your money back, but if not
enough is taken out then you have to
pay either the State or Federal gov
ernment—sometimes both.

Alright, so who can help you file
your taxes without charging you an
arm and leg? This is the fifth year that
George Fox University has hosted the

AARP Tax-Aide, which helps lower to
middle income families/individuals
help file their taxes.
The majority of people who reap

for students and you don't have to be

Do you do your own taxes?

an accounting major to participate.

You don't have to have any edu
cation related to business or taxes,

as long as you come for training and
take the test. Most of the other sites

around Oregon have volunteers who
don't have any background in taxes or
business.

Each student participating in the

class goes through a two weekend
course that teaches the basics about

filing taxes; then there is a test stu
dents have to pass.

Gwen Williams, the Oregon State
Coordinator for the AARP Tax-Aide

Program, is at every session and re
v i e w s t h e m o r e d i f fi c u l t fi l e s . S h e a l s o

runs five other sites in the area.
Heidi Davies, a senior double ma

jor in accounting and business finance
at George Fox is the student in charge
of this program this year.
Tm doing it for the experience. I
just started to like doing taxes," Davies said.

"Other majors have obvious ways
of helping others, like a social work
major, but this [AARP Tax-Aide] is a
way I can help other and use my tal
ents, she added."
For more information about the

AARP Tax-Aide program and when
the sessions are, consult the fliers
outside the Business Department.

These charts are
based on an

Who does your taxes?

anonymous poll
conducted of 127

students at George
Fox University.

[based on the 65 students who said
that they did not do their own taxes)

t h e b e n e fi t s o f t h i s s e r v i c e a r e o v e r

Do not have to

sixty, but students are welcomed and
no one is turned away. However, it is

a first come first serve program.
Many of the volunteers are
George Fox students themselves.
This is technically a one-credit class

fi l e

Tax Program

. 11 %

3%

Ei»9«gki9 cuCnir*.ch*nfyin9th««fDrfd*

Seattle Pacific
U N I V E R 8 I T V

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
The article concerning "emergency con

traception" in the Crescent was very disturb

I worked In the state legislature when Measures
66 & 67 were first debated and passed as bills be

ing, misleading, and inappropriate to me. 1
found it fantastic that the defense given for

fore they were put on the ballot. The measures
did not just raise taxes on "profitable businesses".

use of "EC" was that it's "cannot be consid

In fact, Measure 67 not only raised the corporate
minimum tax but it also added a gross receipts
tax. That Is, it doesn't matter whether a business
Is making a profit or not (revenue - cost = profit),

ered abortion" because it works to "prevent
the fertilized egg from implanting" instead of

killing it after it's implanted, thereby side-step-

It's a calling...not a contradiction. At Seattle

Pacific University, we are re-envisioning theology
for the 21st century. Our Master of Divinity and
M.A. in Theology programs will prepare you for a

theology, imagine it
world that Is constantly changing yet in desperate
need of the transforming gospel of Jesus Christ.
Whether you're seeking a conventional path, for

your|fieolpgical studies or a more unconventional
one. Spy will help take you there.

ping the moral dilemma.

But I ask you, what is a "fertilized egg"? It
Is a human - it has 23 sets of chromosomes,

vmw.spu.edu/gradtheoiogy

email: the0l09y@spu.edu

the recession and therefore more job loss.

just like you do, that determine it's gender,

The reason why voting "no" would have result

j eye color, hair color, approximate height,
I approximate body build, and thousands of
I other traits, just like yours do. It is alive - It
I is growing and developing and changing to in

ed in cuts to education was because the legislature
decided to increase the entire budget by a whop

I response to ail of those genes and it's envi-

I ronment like infants become toddlers or adoI lescents become adults.

I Why Is it OK to kil it? Because it is help-

Ican't
less? know
Because
we can't see It? Because we
yet that it exists? Because our
I needs are more important than its life? Scl-

I ence is clear that It Is human and it Is alive.
I How can we call anything that turns an in-

I nocent, live human being into a dead one for
I another's convenience anything other than
I murder?
I No pregnancy has been terminated, but a

human being has been killed. I don't object to

s M.lJiv. and M.A. In Theology Degrees

ail they have to do is make revenue. The result Is
even more difficulty for businesses to last through

terminating pregnancies, around nine months
Is when they should ideally be terminated - by
either natural birth or cesarean section. My

objection Is to killing children and this is why 1
object to the morning after pill.
K AT I E B J O R K M A N

ping 9% and to do so by raising taxes. It left a

false choice for voters; we could save the economy
or the schools. If the politicians actually wanted to
fund schools without raising taxes they could have
done so last session—but why do that when they

could simply take more money? It seems the leg
islature relied on the assumption that we are utili
tarian: that is, the 2.5% of Oregonlans that were
robbed of their money were less than the 97.5%

left; therefore it was moral to take their money. Ap
parently the politicians assumed rightly. The Leg
islature is in session this month. I plan on telling
my representatives that the next jobs to 90 will be
theirs If they don't fund schools without also killing

t h e e c o n o m y. D AV I D K I L A D A
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Obsessed?Locai professor transforms home into Narnia
By JOANNA cox
Reporter

TIk- Garry Fricsen resi

dence is a wonder-land

where visitors travel through
Narnia corridors leading to and
from rooms that are named

"The Dawn Treader Kitchen,"
"The Horse and His Boy," and
"The Dancing I^wn," to name
a few.

In this warm and loving

dwelling, the realities of every
day life are intermingled with
the well-known persons and
places as described in the fa
mous book series entitled "The

Chronicles of Narnia," by C.S.
Lewis.

Dr. Friesen, known on cam

pus as Dr. G, is a professor at

Multnomah University, author
of the book "Decision Making
and the Will of God," and a de
voted fan of C.S. Lewis and the Lion,

Asian, described in Lews' writings.
The Friesen Home is named "Asian's
H o w. "

"Asian's How" has been a land

mark for many students over the
years. The intent of the home is

that it be a place where people grow
by reaching out to the community

around them, while sharing in the
legacy of Lews.
Each area of Friesen's home, from
the staircase, to the basement, to the
closet under the stairs, is dedicated to
a piece of Lewis' history or books.
A life-time fan of C.S. Lewis, Dr.

to the chil
dren

'^his

is

the

lond

of

soid

the

^nuD/ 'where we ore now; nil thnt lies be

tween the Inmp-post nnd the grent castle of
^nir ^nrnvel on the eastern sea/"
(The Chronicles of Narnia)
a gold lion door-knocker and a wel

come sign with the words "Asian's

scenes from Narnia catches

How."

Friesen has collected numerous Nar

Not surprisingly, there is also a
lamppost placed amongst the trees in
the bacl^ard. After proceeding into

the attention of visitors, and
is positioned in the next room
designated The Lion, Witch
and the Wardrobe. Adorning

nia memorabilia. With the help of

the home, one stands in a room des

the walls iu^this

ignated "The Great Hall of Narnia,"

same room "are

which in Lewis' books is located in the

multiple pic
tures including

the items are from local vendors and
some are from overseas.

Posted outside beside one of the

Castle of Cair Paravel.

Among the decorations adorning
this room are an antique desk con
taining audio and video productions

one that illus

made from the Narnia Chronicles
and a walnut wardrobe (that now

with the White

holds a 56 inch vride screen TV). On
the west wall of this room is displayed
the Great Hall Table upon which sits
three scarves bearing English insig-

Everyday addictions

trates Edmund,
face-to-face

Witch (the an
tagonist in Lew
i s ' fi r s t b o o k ) .
Replicas of Fa

Phocos by LINDLEY KING

Af
ter

cle

walk

visitors descend into the basement to

floor there is a hallway entitled the
"Ox-ford Hallway," in which posters

d i s c o v e r t h e " S i l v e r C h a i r. " T h e t o u r

of Oxford and C.S. Lewis's former

home are positioned. Friesen was
part of the restoration team of Lewis's

the Magician's nephew and would not
be complete without seeing the Mr.

home in Oxford. There are also sev

eral rooms in the house occupied by
University students, who sign a con
tract agreeing they will display Narnia

Tu m n u s ' c a v e c l o s e t l i n e d w i t h a s c a r f

and small parcel.
Not all the areas of the home are

items in their quarters.

based upon the books in the Chroni-

See NARNIA | page 8

POO is hiring
in Newberg!

ther Time's gifts

Come out to the Part-time Faculty Recruiting

Tc^to^^ro3u^

Instructor at Portland Community College's

dependency in
relatively small

Fair to learn how to become a part-time
Newberg location.

amounts. It usu

By ZACH MIDOLETON
Reporter

Drip, pour, drink, ahhhh.

. . . Pupils dilate, pulse
flutters, and for a split second
everjihing is right in the world.
No, this is not the dirty habits

of a druggy: I'm talking about

ally takes about
four cups of cof
fee a day, or two
energy drinks to
bring such de
pendency. This
figure is not as
intimidating

the morning routine of a

until you start

c a ff e i n e a d d i c t .

counting how-

Millions of Ameri

many cups you

cans get up every morn

are drinking a
day, espe
cially

ing and start their day
with a liot cup of some

• Speak individually with PCC Deans and Department Chairs
• Learn what qualifications
PCC is looking for

• Get tips on the application
process and submitting
your resume

thing black. Americans

when

DATE: Wednesday, March 3

love coffee, and that is

you

evident by the explosion

TIME: 5-8 p.m.

keep in

of businesses like Star
bucks Coffee and McDon
alds new "McCafe" addition

mind

they added to their menus
last year. But what are we re
ally pouring into our bodies?
Everyone knows that caf

feine gives you a nice boost at

any time of the day. Caffeine
works by mimicking the hor
mone adrenaline to raise a
person's heart rate and

that
each

Yo u

prob
ably start
your day with a
few cups. Maybe a

feine also lielps to
relax air passages,

the Bruin's Den.

few ounces of an energy
drink before a sporting

event can even improve your
physical performance.

However, caffeine has shown in clinical stud-

For more information,

contact Kate Chester at (503) 977-8233
c^lc^udla

sixteen-ounce of
Starbucks from

oxygen to muscles. As
some athletes know, a

415 E. Sheridan Street
in Newberg

cup is

blood pressure. Caf

which allows more

LOCATION: Ghehalem Cultural Center

only 8
o u n c e s .

Fw.tM.rfi

AcooM.vL.t«wt

Usually about
three o'clock in

the afternoon,
that initial caf
feine has worn off
and that afternoon lull

is starting to creep its sloth

like shape into your 2:40 accounting class. You
comeback See ADDICTION | page 8

of

Narnia series, however. On the main

continues with a staircase devoted to

nias of Lewis's three colleges.
A table-puzzle picturing

an interior decorator and general
contractor, items have been arranged
in a way that welcomes students, fac
ulty, friends and family into an abode
containing many antiques as well as
symbolic modern day pieces. Some of

walls.

ing through a cowboy-adorned room
devoted to the Horse and His Boy,

— C.S. Lewis

doors there is

also

hang on the

Portland

Community
Coiieae
College

We're all about
your future.

www.pcc.edu
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Oregon s Outstanding Music Educator 2010
eorge Fox s Pat Vandehey recognized for his outstanding teaching by OMEA

Patgrade
Vandethat
heyheknewanted
wn
i theto8be
th

work as "training leaders for to

a band teacher. With the exception
of the t^vo years in which he played

morrow," and knows that as a
music teacher, he has as much of

in a rock and roil band, he has more

an impact on students as a coach

than stayed true to this dream. Van-

does on athletes.

dehey's hard work and his years of

Vandehey humbly says there
are many teachers who teach as

service as a musical educator were

well or better than he does. He

publicly acknowledged on Jan. 16,

states the main reason why an
educator gets an award like this
is not any one outstanding thing,

when the Oregon Music Educators
Association (OMEA) named him Or
egon's Outstanding Music Educator

but because he or she is being

of 2010.

they give every year and through

"consistent." He says the biggest
rewards in teaching come after
10 or 15 years. "Just sticking

nominate individuals. While numer

with something and perfecting it

OMEA has a series of awards

their journal they ask their readers to

over many, many years is the se
cret. This is not a job of instant
gratification," says Vandehey.
While Vandehey's priorities
include teaching or playing mu
sic (he plays many instruments,

ous educators stepped up to receive

awards at OMEA's annual banquet
in Eugene, the top award was saved

for Vandehey. "I had no idea they
were giving it to me until I received
it," said Vandehey.
Vandehey graduated from Uni
versity of Washington with a Bach
elor of Arts and Music in 1980. He

but trombone is the one he is

most familiar with), he takes

great pride in telling others about
his family and hobbies. Vande
hey and his wife of thirty-two
years have t\vo daughters, one of

received his Masters of Science in
teaching music from Portland State

in 1998. This long time educator,

whom teaches music at George

Judicator, and friend has been guid

Fox, while the other is currently

ing high school and college students
in their musical e.xperiences for over

married to a band director who

thirty years and even now continues Above: Pat Vandehey conducts at Fox.
to devote himself to students' lives.
judge for symphonic and marching
For twenty-three years, he taught
bands) to work full time for George
band in high schools, making a career Fox University in 2003. Together

out of a Job that most people abandon
after only five years. He still receives

letters from students thanking him for
the difference he made in their lives.

Vandehey left the public school
setting (although he still acts as a

Photo by KEVIN BROWN

he is training students that will one
day have the same impact on their

play in a band or sing in a choir. He
appreciates getting to know the stu

is pursuing a graduate degree at

Vandehey is also an avid wood
worker. He likes working with wood

students as he did on his own. He

dents and they sing and what they

because it is another creative outlet.

he and several others built the music

considers his work at George Fox to

education program at the university.
Although he misses being in the pub
lic school setting, Vandehey says that
by teaching music to future educators,

play.

be training students to follow where

"I'm working with my hands and it's
solitary," says Vandehey.

"Music is a matter that is emo

he left off.

tional and personal," says Vandehey,

For Vandehey, it is not only a
matter of assisting students as they

"and you become close to the stu
dents," he said. He sees his current

Folk at Fox tonight

J J Heller comes to town
By ZACH MIODLETON
Reporter

The amazingly talented JJ Heller
will be returning to George Fox today
to play for chapel in Bauman Audito
rium. Heller, with husband David, \%ill

also be performing Thursday night for
Shalom in the Cap and Govm room.
You may recall Heller opening
for Phil Wickham last March, George
Fox has brought her back for her own
concert this year. Her folky/acoustic music takes vocals reminiscent of

Feist, and pairs them with beautiful,

Soloist Benjamin Tisseii and back-up singers. Elisabet Moseng, Daniel Hintz, Rommie Christiansen, Jessie Sarver

Photo by EVAN CLOUGH

And a grand night it was
ByJORDAN BEANBLOSSOM

The appeal for Associate Profes

Guest Reporter

sor of Theatre and director, Rhett
^lie GFU Theatre Department

t :closed its winter musical,

Luedtkc, was in the show's practical

ity. He needed a small cast produc

tion. Grand Night fit the bill with five

Rodgers and Hammerstein sAGrand ensemble performers. He also stated

Night For Singing, on Saturday eve
ning. The productioJi ran the first ttvo

that it was an issue of balance. "We

weekends of February in Wood-Mar
Theatre. The show featured Rommie

Christiansen, Daniel Hintz, Elisabet

needed a show to contrast our fall
drama (The Diviners) and spring trag

,

Grand Night is a musical revue of

famed singer/songwriter duo Richard
Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein II.

There was very little dialogue - just a
full evening of their memorable tunes
and ballads sung back-to-back.

What's the appeal? Cast member

Grand Night is also a rarity for

merstein show hasn't been produced
on campus in over a decade, and the
department has never done a musi
cal revue. Luedtke also said it was a
directorial challenge forbim; "Thirty-

six songs - back-to-back - it's a lotf

The other draw for shows at GF U

is the various ticket deals for audience
Jessie Sarver believes it was a journey members. General tickets are a flat
that everyone could relate with. T e rate of $10. Tickets for seniors and
show goes through the different sea
sons of love."

"I feel called to be honest about

what's going on in my life -- to talk

and sing about the struggles that I
face so that my listeners realize that
they are not alone," says Heller. "For
some reason. Christians (including
myselO sometimes think, 'if I'm fol

lowing the Lord and doing the best
I can, that life will be easy," and it's
not. That's where grace comes in, and
that's where we grow."
Last spring when Heller and Phil
Wickham played at George Fox, they
were brought a by a business class.
This time it is Spiritual Life's turn.

dents."

Heller also has ties to George Fox
faculty. Sarah Jobson, HMS Area Co
ordinator, led a trip to Africa with a
group of students from the college she
was attending, including Heller. Jobson even taught Heller the basics on

guitar during the summer of the trip.
Heller took those basics and ran with

them, but she still has Sarah Jobson
and her husband Brian to thank.

When asked about what she

thought of Heller's music, Jobson be
gan to gush with compliments.
"I think she's fantastic. She has

this unique heart for people and is so
compassionate; I think that comes out
in her music. Her lyrics and her music
are an honest reflection of her life and

experiences she has had. She is just
really genuine and authentic."
There are many opportunities to

hear Heller. She will play for chapel
on the 17th, play for Shalom on the
18th and finally lead worship for the
Kaleo conference on the 20th. KFOX,
the George Fox radio station is also
hoping to secure an interview with her
sometime during her stay and Spiritu
al Life is setting up times for students

and facult)' to talk to and meet her.

"Last time JJ was here we got a

edy (Eurydice)," said Luedtke.

Moseng, Jessie Sarver, and Benjamin GPU Theatre. A Rodgers and Ham

Tissell.

and students only pay $6. Current
George Fox students get free admis
sion on Tburs. evening performances.
The two-week run was packed to ca
pacity nearly every performance.

worshipful and personal lyrics.
"I grew up loving creative writing.
Once I learned to play the guitar, song
writing came with it," said Heller.
Heller puts a finger on those finer
points of a real relationship with the
Lord and has a songwriter's knack
for relaying that back to the listener.
Heller's crystal-clear voice lends well
to the acoustic ensemble provided by
herself and her husband. Her lyrics
are incredibly honest and uplifting.

chance to get a taste of her heart and
what she was about and that really
made us want to get her back," said
Spiritual Life Coordinator Kajin Grif
fith. "We're just really excited about
having her. Not only is she gifted in
music, hut she is incredibly gifted at
ministering through her music and
we hope that can be a gift to the stu

George Fox alumni are $8. Children

KFOX LINE-UP
Mondays

Thursdays

4:00p The Program, DJ Smash
7;00p H.T.I.D. Radio. DJ Ohm
9:00p The Cheese Stands Atone

7:00p Real Talk - Alima Kamara 1:00p The Real World Christian

Saturdays

8;00p Fox Talk Sports
9:00p The unnamed Tyler and
Alex show

Tu e s d a y s

9:00p Doc McNInja
Wednesdays

9:00p DJ Zerkattack
10:00p Spoonfed with Uncle Jesse

Fridays
9:00p Keeping up with the

Joneses
Listen in at;

www.kfoxracllo.georgefox.edu
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CBS's Family Values Problem
By MELANIE SPRINGER MOCK
Associate Professor

Department of English

In 2009, my then six-year-old
boys saw maybe ten minutes of the
Super Bowl on television. During that
time, they caught a few football plays;
a nice shot of some bikini-clad cheer

leaders, shaking it for the cameras; a
few beer advertisements, with more

bikinis and more shaking; and a Go
Daddy ad, in which a busty woman
nearly bore all in the name of selling
computer domains.
At the time, I was disappointed

my kids couldn't watch even ten min
utes of television's "Event of the Year"

without being exposed to big breasts,
and plenty of them, all in the name of
football. Imagine my surprise, then,
when this year CBS framed itself as
the station dedicating itself to high
moral values during the Super Bowl.

Not only was CBS prohibiting
progressive organizations from pro
moting their liberal messages, they
also prevented a gay dating website
from buying ad time (too suggestive
about the gay lifestyle, it seems); a
few years earlier, they refused an ad
by the United Church of Christ, based

on its message of inclusivity toward
homosexuals.

But this year, CBS allowed that
bastion of American piety. Focus on
the Family, to purchase air space to
proclaim its anti-abortion, pro-family
message.

All hail CBS for being so righ

teous, so pure. Right?
Not so fast. Once again, the Su
per Bowl, and its advertisers, proved
that misogyny is alive and well in
our country, in our advertising, in
the supposedly "liberal" mainstream
media. Although I didn't watch this
year's Super Bowl—I decided to boy
cott it, given the garbage I saw in my
ten minutes of viewing last year—I
did catch a number of this year's ads

online, including the

Columnist

"Pick me!" I
screamed. I stood

T i m Te b o w a n d h i s

o n m y c h a i r. " I

mother.

want a prize!" I
waved my hands.

And

it's

clear, from the ad
vertisements I saw,
that boobs sell stuff,
v i o l e n c e i s f u n n y,
and the only choice
a woman should

"Let me spin the
wheel!"
I

have is to birth a po
tential NFL star, or
die trying.
After

all

the

away from "Lefs
Make a Deal" with a

in the pajamas!" I was dressed in blue
footie pajamas with a curly wig and

Tim Tebow embraces his mother, Pam, during a pre-game ceremony for graduating seniors on
the Florida football team in 2009.
Photo by PHILSANDLIN , Associated Press

is a close up shot
o f P a m Te b o w t e l l

make millions throwing footballs.

endorse the ads it chooses to run.

ing the story of giving birth to her

Never mind the thrum of violence

Perhaps. But it also seems clear

son, her miracle baby, before being
tackled—hard—by Tim Tebow. View

in the ad: What growm son throws his

CBS wants us to see the virtue in its

mother to the ground so fiercely? We
are only supposed to see the happy
mother and son story, and laugh at
the tackle coming near the ad's end.
Oh, how whimsical! A woman be
ing flattened by a man twice her size!
(And then it happens to Betty White

promotion of values and its endorse

ers interested in hearing more of the
Tebow story are directed to the Focus
on the Family website, where they will
read about a doctor who suggested
Pam Tebow end her pregnancy ("the
doctor called it a tumor!" Tebow says

incredulously) or risk her own life;
about Tebow's prayerful decision to

proceed, even if it meant she would
die; about the baby who was born de
spite doctors' predictions; about the
baby becoming a future NFL star (and
the subtext: he's a good, sincere, vir
ginal Christian, as well!)
Never mind the questions that
have been raised about the Tebow sto

ment of Focus on the Family's pre

sumably pro-family message. Why
else pat themselves on the back for re
fusing to run an ad from a gay dating
site they deemed too suggestive, or a

church group message they believed

in another ad. How funny, seeing an

too inclusive?

old woman get beat up!)
I know, I know, some people are
going to say I just need to lighten up,

that feature bikini-clad women; and

and that if I don't like what I see, I

should just turn the television off.
(America: love it or leave it, right?)
Some will question my faith, wonder
ing how I can criticize what they see as
a pro-life message, how I can remain
a person dedicated to Christian belief.
Others wll point out that CBS is free

Until CBS stops running beer ads
computer domain ads with big breast
ed women stripping to almost nothing
(not too suggestive there, hmm?); and

presumably "humorous" ads where
women get slapped around, CBS can
not claim to understand what real

indeed to kill a fetus in order to save

to broadcast \vhatever advertisements

her own life, or even to consider the

it wants—this being a democracy and

family values mean. Because, in my
mind, family values depend on people
choosing to treat women as more than
submissive sex symbols, able to shill
a six pack—or, even, a conservative

complexity of the decision, especially

all—and that CBS does not necessarily

Christian website.

ry's veracity. The underlying message:
it would take a selfish, godless woman

when the baby bom might one day

s e x u a l b e h a v i o r. T h e S e x u a l A s s a u l t

One of the most dangerous mis
conceptions out there is that sexual
assault is the victim's fault. By blam

said, "Sexual assault occurs any time

Sexual assault in Oregon includes
rape, along with every kind of forced

BRUIN
DIRECTORY

The host pointed at me. "You, sir,

the broadcast of the
Focus on the Fam

first blush benign.
In the ad, there

deter

mined to come

included an iPod.

brouhaha preceding

ily commercial, the
spot itself seems at

was

Photo courtesy

prize. And based on
ASC advertisements, potential prizes

By LIA THOMPSON
Guest Reporter

controlled by their animal instincts.

a dance off...especially with no
By TYLER ZIMMERMAN

the Family spot, fea
turing University of
Florida quarterback

Often times men say that they couldn't help themselves because of what the woman was
wearing, but this should not be an excuse for sexual assault.

that it's okay to assault others: "Men
should not be held responsible...
they couldn't help themselves." This
doesn't give men much credit, but
suggests they are mindless creatures

about what you are do

ing before going on stage for
dance skills.

vaunted Focus on

Sexual assault is not the victim's fault

ing the victim, a message is sent

Life Lessons
#0 You might want to think

Resource Center of Oregon (SARC)

a sex-related act is forced upon an
other person. Sexual assault includes
attempted as well as completed acts."

tion or dress inappropriately, caus
ing the attack. Most experts in sexmal
violence agree that sexual assault is
never the victims' fault, regardless of
their actions. No one ever asks to be

As a Christian it saddens me that

victimized.

Yo u m i g h t

I have noticed that especially in
Christian circles, women are consid

s a y, " Ye a h , b u t

ered responsible for being sexually as

women dress to

saulted due to their sexual deviance.

impress, ^vear-

Men's entitlement to power not only
perpetuates sexual assault, but it con

ing scantily clad

dones it by blaming the woman.
People generally believe women

put themselves in the wrong situa-

clothing to elicit
a response from
men."

Even

if

SEXUAL
A S S A U LT:
Any unwanted act of

Sexual assault is not about

sexual arousal, but about power

consider the vic

tim to blame.
Somehow
the

poleon Dynamite routine (clearly
rehearsed at one point), I tried to
brainstorm ways to limit the amount
of embarrassment I would inevitably
garner for myself. Did I know any
camp song dances? Could I pull off
the macarena?

The next guy started dancing.
I looked out across the room full

of my peers. Should I just make it up?
I've got nothing!
The third guy, clearly the crowd
favorite, began a routine that would
have made Shakira proud. How did
he move like that?

I was up. Going last typically
gives you an advantage, because you
remain fresh in the judge's mind. But
going last just ensured that my public
display of foolishness would be fresh
in everyone's minds. Great.
I feigned enthusiasm and ran out
to center stage. I am not sure what
happened for the next 30 seconds,
but I danced. Or, I gave ray best at
tempt at a dance. There was some
arm-pumping and some hip-shaking.
A lot of movement.

My wig was soaked in perspira
tion and I moved back into the line.

I was relieved, yet sick to my stom
ach knowing that I had just been veiy
awkward in front of a lot of people.
The music stopped and the judges
deliberated. I just wanted to get off
stage.

lence tovN-ards, and blame of, women

stopped me. "Everybody dances in the

fit into this kind of mindset?

tie-breaker!"

Bible gets twisted
to consider men
more

valuable

than women. The

Bible says that
men should love women as Christ

and control. A woman could be

. The Attorney General's Se.xual

in a burlap sack or dress provoca
tively and have the same chance

Assault Task Force of Oregon agrees

of being assaulted. According to

But 1 never got to do that.
"DANCE OFF!" yelled the host.
Some 90's pop song started playing.
No. I don't dance. And I definitely
don't dance in front of people. At my
Christian high school, dancing was
banned, leaving me cruelly unpre
pared for the "real world."
As the first guy started bis Na

loved the church, so how does vio

imposed on another person.

that is the case,
does that mean she deserves to be

many Christians

I ran up on stage with three other
guys, eager to spin the prize wheel,

"Well," said the host, "it's a tossup." Probably between Napoleon and
Sir Shakira, I thought.
"ROUND a!" he yelled. The music
started again.
I tried to walk off stage, sure that
I was not in the top 2. But the host

a sexual nature that is

sexually riolated?

that. "Sexual violence is the result of

Couldn't we just rock-paper-scissors for it?

I didn't have anything left. I had

sexism and other forms of oppres

used up all my reserves of awkward

SARC, "Rape is, in fact, not an ex

sion..."

dance moves.

pression of sexual desire as much

Realizing men's propensity to
sexual violence, there are many or
ganizations focusing on programs

to do a flip. This decision wasn't well

as it is an expression of other, non
sexual needs...sex is the means of

discharging those feelings and as
serting control, power and exploi
tation."

With all the blame directed to

wards women, no \vonder they are
too afraid to report their assault.

Rape ranks among one of the most
underreported of all violent crimes.
The Bureau of Justice Statistics es

directed towards men and sexual
violence. The organization Men Can
Stop Rape, "mobilizes male youth to
prevent men's violence against wom

en. We build young men's capacity to

challenge harmful aspects of tradi
tional masculinity, to value alterna
tive visions of male strength, and to
embrace their vital role as allies with

timates that only 33 percent of vic
tims ever report their rape.
We live in a rape supportive

women and girls in fostering healthy
relationships and gender equity."

culture where men are entitled

certain places, dress modestly, and

to take what they want, because
"men \vill be men." The more
"game" you've got, and the more

Photo provided by The Alaska Standard

the Pennsylvania Coalition Against
Rape, "2/3 of college men report that
they would consider raping a woman
if they think they could get away with
it." That is a pretty baffling statistic.

earmuffs because only people with
costumes were eligible for prizes.

Educating young women to avoid

refrain from alcoliol and drugs is only
part of the solution. We must also ed

ucate young men on appropriate ways

of a "pimp" you are, the better off

to interact with women. Only in doing

you'll be. According to Men Against

so will we acknowledge that women

Sexual Violence, in association with

are just as valuable as men.

When my turn was up, I decided
thought-out, but I just knew I didn't
want to dance.

The flip was not a success. My
sweaty vsig flew into the crowd as I

did a front-handspring. And I didn't

land on my feet (footie pajamas don't
have much traction).
I got up off the floor and moved
back into the line.

"Keep going!" yelled the host. But
I shook my head. I was done.
Of course, I didn't win. The iPod

went to the hip shaker, who deser\'ed

it. But at least a got a consolation
Hershey'sbar. Woohoo.

So, lesson learned. No prize is
worth the possibility of dancing on
stage, especially if you went to private
school.
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Men's tennis prepares for n e w

Six-foot-five freshman, Hannah

season

Munger, towers over the competition
understanding I found on this team of

By DELLA ANDERSON
A&C/Feature Editor

"When I was in sixth grade Dick
Day [the local CPRD basketball coach]

called my mom to ask if I would be on
his team," says freshman, Hannah
Munger. "My mom told him that he

didn't want me because I was really
uncoordinated!"

Munger did, at Day's insistence,
decide to play on his sixth grade team
and soon overcame her "lack of coor
dination."

very diverse people."

Munger referred several times to

her fellow teammates as a "family."
She talked about the beauty of having
a core group of friends and about how
being on the team has allowed her to
plug in rather quickly to the campus
culture at George Fox.
"What I noticed having freshmen
friends and then having a completely
different family with all older students
is a plug into a whole different group

"Now Dick Day thinks he started

See MUNGER | page 8

il all," muses Munger with a smile.
Whether or not credit
is due to the middle school

CPRD coach, there is no
denying that Munger and

basketball are a good fit. In
t h e fi r s t f e w m o n t h s o f h e r

freshman year, Munger has
already racked up several
titles including Northwest
Conference Player of the
Week and D3 Hoops Player

Doube
l spartnersScot Barnet andMathewGardnern
i amatchagan
i stCoe
l geofIdahoonFeb.6.

of the Week.

Photo by LINDLEY KING

"Early on when I was
trying to pick where I want
ed to play, [I compared]

George Fox men's tennis welcomes new head

coach Neal Ninteman and assistant coach

the team dynamic at Fox

to the other schools, says prgshman Hannah Hunger scans the court durMunger, [I was impressed ing the game against Whitworth.

Angelo Niculescu
B y N ATA L I E G O U L D

with] how much love, support, encouragement and

coaching st>'le

Editor-in-Chief

as a profes

Neil Ninteman, who is an engi

sor: Very high

neering professor at GFU, is begin

expectations.
My students

ning his first year as head coach of the
men's tennis team; but don't let the

and my play

fact that it's his first year fool you - he

ers would call

is here to unn.

me a maximal

ATHLETE: Women in sports
Continued from page 1
all," he said.

tion of Rick Cruz, who coached both

[they] need to

men's and women's tennis for nearly

get to reach that

Despite all the advances made
in recent years, women still receive
fewer opportunities to participate in
sports. According to the Women's
Sports Foundation, women still re
ceive 1.3 million fewer participation
opportunities than men. There is
also evidence that the money spent

maximum I will

a decade. Cruz is now focusing solely

find a way to

on the women's team. "I'm able to

provide that for
[them]," Ninte

spend more one-on-one time with the
women than I was before," Cruz says.
As the search began for a replace

ranked #i in the Northwest and has

P a c i fi c U n i

portant piece of legislation regarding

versity is ex

women and sports. Recently renamed

pected to be the
team's biggest

the Patsy T. Mink Equal Opportunity
in Education Act, it was signed into

Pacific is Lin- ,^3^^ Feb. 6.

law on June 23,1972. The law states:
"No person in the United States shall,
on the basis of sex, be excluded from

fi e l d . " 1 h a v e

played at the professional level. Nin

ambitions

teman sat down with Niculescu for

Photo by LINDLEY KING

to

go to the conference championships.

coffee one day and found himself
asking Niculescu if he would be the

I think we will compete [well] in ev

ery match. We will either beat them
or they'll feel \ncVy they got out with
a victory and they'll be wiping their

assistant coach of the men's tennis

team at GFU. "I didn't plan to ask him
this when I went to have coffee with

brow. We want to either beat them or
scare them and I feel we'll do that in

him...I was sort of joking because one
of the top schools in the league or

every single match," Ninteman says.

even a Division i program could have

"I could not ask for anything
more from them as far as committing
themselves to the same thing that I've

asked him that," Ninteman says.

Men's tennis will certainly be

something to keep an eye on this sea

committed this program to, which is

son. With a new head coach and a

The powerful combination of sports,

health and education...not only di
rectly benefits women and girls today,
it lays a foundation for growth for
generations to come."

participation in, be denied the ben
efits of, or be subjected to discrimi
nation under any education program
or activity receiving Federal financial

the players in to a championship win
ning team. "Our goal is to build a
culture of competing and excellence
and these are the guys I want to do it
with," Ninteman says.
"I want to build a program that is

assistance."

Though the wording does not spe
cifically mention athletics, the law's
biggest impact has been in proxiding

known as much for it's character as

it is for its winning. I want to see this
place become known for its excellence

more opportunities for female ath

letes at the high school and collegiate

on the court and in the attitudes. It

level.

is within our grasp," Ninteman con

Former professional tennis player Junior sprinter/hurdler Melissa
and leader in the fight for female ath Leighty practices for competition.
Photo by LAURAN WOODRUFF
letes, Billie Jean King said, "Elach year

cludes.

excellence," Ninteman says.

pro assistant coach, it can only be as.sumed that expectations are very high

and girls in this country and beyond.

spent on men's programs.
Title IX is still the single most im

rival. Following Pritchard plays well in the match against College of

top levels of tennis. He is currently

of, the important issues facing women

nificantly behind the amount that is

am e.xtremely
supportive."

that the search might be over before
it even began. Ninteman has a back
ground in tennis and was eager to
step in to the vacant role.
Niculescu has played at the very

ed of the importance of maintaining a
focus on, and creating an awareness

on women's sports programs lags sig

man assures. "I

ment head coach, it was soon realized

Women in Sports Day, we are remind

selves to achieving true equality for

ist. Whatever

Ninteman is taking over the posi

as we celebrate National Girls and

With 11 players on the team, the

majority' of them are freshman, giving

for the players. "My coaching style is

BRUIN STATS and SCHEDULES

Niculescu and Ninteman time to mold

tennis is similar to what you'd call my

Upcoming Sports Events:
Frirjay Feh 19
6 p.m. 1 Women's Basketball vs.
Lewis & Clark

m G L

203 Vila Road, Newberg, OR (503) 538-1300

8 p.m. 1 Men's Basketball vs.
Lewis & Clark
Saturdav. Feb 7C)

10 a.m. 1 Baseball vs. Concordia at
U. of Portland

11 a.m. 1 Women's Tennis vs.

COFFEE

espresso
Pastries

Te a

Smoothies

Italian Sodas

Breakfast Sandwiches
Panini Sandwiches

Milkshakes

& Morel

Fttae Wi-R

SWM
I GrwWT
fRTHS
I COUPONFOR

tl.OO OFF
OF A MCPtUM O"

Southern Oregon
12 p.m. 1 Softball vs. Corban
2 p.m. 1 Baseball at Portland
3 p.m. 1 Men's Tennis at Whitman
6 p.m. 1 Women's Basketball at
Pacific Lutheran

8 p.m. 1 Men's Basketball at Pacific
Lutheran

Riinrlay. Feb ^1
9 a.m. 1 Softball vs. College of
Idaho (Happy Valley, Ore.)
10 a.m. 1 Baseball vs. Concordia at
U. of Portland

1 p.m. 1 Softball vs. NW Christian
(Happy Valley, Ore.)
Tuesday. Feb 73
2 p.m. 1 Baseball vs. Corban

Current Records:
Friday Feb 7fi
2 p.m. 1 Men's Tennis vs. Puget
Sound

4 p.m. 1 Women's Tennis at Puget
Sound
Saturdav Feb. 77

8:30 a.m. | Men's Golf at Pumpkin
Ridge GC (North Plains, Ore.)
10 a.m. 1 Women's Golf at Pumpkin
Ridge GC (North Plains, Ore.)
10 a.m. 1 Men's Tennis vs. Pacific
Lutheran

11 a.m. 1 Baseball vs. Menio
12 p.m. 1 Softball vs. Eastern
Oregon
Men's & Women's Track S Field j
Frank Haskins 3-Way

Overall: 11-12

Overall: 2-1

Pet.: 0,476

Pet.: 0.667

Streak: 1 Loss

Streak: 1 Loss

Home: 6-3

Home: 1-1

Away: 4-8

Away: 1-0

Neutral: 1-1

Neutral: 0-0

Women's Basketball

Overall: 0-1

Pet.: 0.913

Pet.: 0.000

Streak: 17 Wins

Streak: 1 Loss

Home: 9-1

Home: 0-0

Away: 9-1

Away: 0-1

Neutral: 3-0

Neutral: 0-0

Rasfthall

Sunday. Feb. ?fi
8:30 a.m. j Men's Golf at Pumpkin

Overall: 2-2

Ridge GC (North Plains, Ore.)
10 a.m. 1 Women's Golf at Pumpkin

Streak: 1 Win

Ridge GC (North Plains, Ore.)
12 p.m. 1 Baseball vs. MenIo

Away: 0-0

Tuesdav. Mar. 7

2 p.m. 1 Baseball at Portland

Pet.: 0.500
Home: 0-0

Neutral: 2-2

Bolded games are at George Fox
These statistics are current as of
iTlWilwUJ,

L

W o m e n ' s Te n n i s

Overall: 21-2

1

S U.

tijj
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"My quest to find the best chicken taco in Newberg"
By KAMI KUHN

current

food trend in
Portland

is

street carts,
which are es

sentially res
taurants

on

wheels. They
can be found

dotting many streets, and you Mil
find them serving everything from

tacos, gyros, and coffee, to Pho and
crepes. When in Portland I love to

frequent these food carts, but when
in Newberg I find myself in the same
rut of eating at Sandwich Express and
Burgervillc. It wasn't until I began to
take a closer look at the "food scene"

in Newberg that I discovered some
thing exciting: we have food carts too!
Now, of course, we do not have the
wide selection of food carts the city of
Portland does, but we do have three
Mexican food carts, and I was

determined to try them out
and let you know what I dis

'

morning

Continued from page 4

to the dorm and grab another cup to

of people at Fox," said Munger.
Basketball is a huge commitment,
and Munger, an elementary educa

tion major, has a lot on her plate. "It's

night! Looks like you will be working

$1.25!
The second food cart I visited was
Tacos El Padrino (The Godfather),
which is located on North Elliot Road

to them, and the hours were not post
ed. However, I visited Maria's Tacos

all about priorities and time manage
ment," she said. "It's about planning
and little time. It takes discipline, but

been up since eight. You grab another

that Maria's has an undercover seat

it's also important for me to take so

across the street from Burgerville.
Look for the flashing strobe light. Ta

ing area attached to her cart so you

cial time, because that is a huge part

can order out of the rain.

ofbeing in college."

cos El Padrino advertises that they

All three of the menus had very
similar items: burritos, tacos with a

tro, and green salsa. Served on the
A

Continued from page 7

When

means a cup of caffeine

chicken taco was at the competitive
price of $1.25, but her menu board
was slightly confusing, as most of the
items did not have prices listed next

sauce, and topped with onions, cilan-

Guest Columnist

HUNGER: Rising basketball scar

ADDICTION:

side was a wedge of lime and a pile of
radish slices. ITiis taco only cost me

are open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Again
I purchased a chicken taco, and this
time paid $1.50 for it. It was a smaller
taco, but had a spicy and tasty green
chili sauce. Although this taco cost
25 cents more than the previous taco.
El Padrino's usually has a $1.00 taco

on a rainy day, and was happy to find

variety of meat (you can even order
tongue or tripe, which is stomach), tamales, quesadillas, tortas (which are
Mexican sandwiches), and sometimes

special, which was pork on the day I

combination plates served with rice
and beans. Although I recommend all
three, I would have to say my overall

visited.

favorite Mexican food cart in New

M a r i a ' s Ta c o s , l o c a t e d a c r o s s

Highway 99 from Tacos El Padrino,
was the final taco stand I visited. The

woman running the cart—who I as
sume was Maria herself—was friendly

berg is Pastorcillo's Tacos. They have
the latest hours, the largest menu, the
most competitive prices, and in my
opinion the best chicken taco.
So, I propose this to you: the
next time you are craving

-

covered in the process.

time, I decided that I would

keep things consistent and
only order a chicken taco at
each. The first food cart I visit

ed was Pastorcillo's Tacos, on

a lot of times and have summated it
twice".

Fittingly, Munger plans to work
a t Yo s e m i t e N a t i o n a l P a r k t h i s s u m

mer with her long-time "bestie,"
Kelsey Vanden Hoek. There, the two
will be working for an organization

Street, located next to Naps

cup.

Does this day sound familiar?

Well not to fret, caffeine ranks pretty
low on the scale of addictive stimu
lants in terms of consequences of

dependence. If you do find yourself
starting to get headaches, jitters, and
generally have a bad attitude when
you are not on caffeine, maybe it is
time to take a few weeks off coffee or
tea.

Luckily caffeine is not all bad.
As stated before it enhances mental
alertness and brain activity, as well

as increases our processing speed.
Caffeine also has been shown to kill
cancer cells that have been caused by

ultra-violet light, or non-melanoma
skin cancer. Non-melanoma skin can

cer is the most common type of can

in the National Parks). They will per

cer in humans.

quick grab-and-go meal,

form the work of a Yosemite Park em

don't settle for Taco Bell,

ployee, but will also be responsible for
planning and holding a small church
service on Sunday mornings.
Munger has quickly made a place
for herself in the George Fox commu
nity, socially and spiritually as well as
athletically. This talented freshmen is
on the rise.

or credit cards. Enjoy!

the corner of First and Main

on that for a few hours and you have

Mexican food and want a

a local family serving up
great Mexican food only
blocks from campus!
Don't forget your "cash,"
though, as most food
carts do not accept debit

t h r e e f o o d c a r t s f o r t h e fi r s t

smiled and said. "I have been there

Uh-oh! You have a paper to write to

called ACMNP (A Christian Ministry

order a chicken taco from

Before visiting Newberg's

Outside of college, Munger pre

fers to spend time in the outdoors. "I
love anything that has to do with be
ing in nature and has a sense of ad
venture to it." Growing up, her family
spent a lot of time camping and back
packing. "I love the South Sister, she

keep yourself awake through work.

Kami Kuhn, junior, is a food

and nutrition major at George
Thriffivay. I was very excited
F o x U n i v e r s i t y. S h e h a s a
to notice that although their
passion for cooking, eating,
cart is closed on Sundays, it
and all things food. Follow her
is open from 10:30 a.m. to
blog as she discovers new
restaurants in Newberg, Port
9 p.m. the rest of the week, Pastorcillo's Tacos: home of the best chicken taco In Newwhich makes me think that it berg,
Photo courtesy KAMI KUHN land, and surrounding areas:
thefoxfoodie.blogspot.com
would be a great place to pick
and welcoming. She graciously took
up a snack at night between studying.
my order and very quickly turned out
The chicken taco I purchased here
an open-faced taco pilled so high with
consisted of two small, soft corn tor
meat I couldn't even roll it up. Maria's
tillas piled high with chicken in a red

Roman Yevgeniyvich Kolyvanov:
A Russian inspired compositional recital
When: Monday, March 1
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Where: Bauman Auditorium
Cost: Free
What: Come listen to the
music of a Russian-American

composition student from
Fox! Forty-five minutes of
music performed by two
choirs, and performers from
all over the NW including
the composer himself.

HELLO

I'm really good at:

Communication Career Seminar
Tuesday, March 9
6:00 -7:00 pm
Cap and Gown Room

Learn Important career Information from successful GFU
Communication Alumni!
Refre^ments Included!

So caffeine is not as simple as it

may seem. Yes, it has its negative af
fects, and its benefits. But instead of
asking what happens when I drink
caffeine, maybe we should ask, why
do I need so much caffeine?

Caffeine can help you out in a

pinch, but what we really need is
more sleep. This can be difficult in
college, but you only get one body!

NARNIA: A whole world within a
home

Continued from page 4

The University students follow
certain rules and guidelines that they
must abide by while renting rooms
in "Asian's How." They agree to par

priorities are established to encour

age an atmosphere of "mentoring and
mutual accountability."
Friesen maintains a weekly email

take in two meals a week with the rest

update for any interested persons. To

of the house, participate in at least
one weekly Bible study, do chores,
and help the community. The rooms

sign-up visit his blog at http://blogs.

are rented to men alone, and while

tual tour of the house is available.

ft-iends and family are welcome, quiet
hours at night are enforced. These

Tours are conducted monthly and an
nounced on his blog.

multnomah.edu/FriesenFortnightly/
his website gfreisen.net where a vir

